
Dear Summit Parents, 

 My name is Michelle Kostas, co-chair of the Summit Dream Gala 2020.  So many people have 
asked me the same question, “Why are you working so hard for a project that your family won’t even 
get to enjoy?”  Well, I certainly hope to enjoy this new facility for years to come!   

 Although my daughter, Tori Kostas, is a senior and will graduate from SCA in May of 2020, this 
facility is so much more than a Gymnasium.  Yes, I’m very excited SCA will have their very own HOME 
gym for all their indoor sports and I cannot wait to come support the SCA teams,  but I’m even more 
excited for all the other activities like the Back-to-school Bash, Surge Week, The Easter carnival and Joy 
ride to name a few, where we will reach thousands of people in and around our community.   Think of 
all the events SCA currently rents facilities for:  Basketball games, Prom, Homecoming, ect.  This new 
venue will accommodate so many different activities! The possibilities are endless and will truly be a 
Blessing to every single family that walks into it. We will all enjoy the new gymnasium, but the vision of 
growth for SCA and The Assembly is what excites me the most!  

 So, long after graduation in May, 2020, I fully intend to continue to support the vision and 
growth of SCA!  My hope is every family will be as excited as I am and will see this project for all God has 
planned for it! 

 The commitment that SCA and The Assembly have made to providing the best to our students 
and endless new families to come is my “Why”!  

 I’m so happy to be a small part of the first annual Summit Dream Gala and I hope you will too! 
Please join the Summit PFO Facebook page and see all the amazing things already happening! 

Blessings, 

Michelle Kostas 


